PORT-TO-DOOR, DAY-DEFINITE DELIVERY WITH THE RELIABILITY OF AIRFREIGHT.

COST-EFFECTIVE SHIPPING FROM ASIA TO YOUR U.S. DESTINATION — GUARANTEED.
FROM NINE PORTS IN FIVE COUNTRIES, OCEANGUARANTEED® IS YOUR COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR PRIORITY SHIPPING FROM ASIA TO THE U.S.*

Now you can guarantee day-definite delivery of your shipments from Asia with greater reliability, fewer hand-offs and proven on-time performance. By combining the industry-leading resources and expertise of APL Logistics and Con-way Freight, OceanGuaranteed offers a unique single-source LCL/LTL solution that’s efficient and costs significantly less than airfreight.

DAYS-DEFINITE, ON-TIME DELIVERY

With the supply chain expertise of APL Logistics in Asia and the faster North American transit times of Con-way Freight, only OceanGuaranteed can boast 99% on-time delivery. That’s performance you can count on.

OceanGuaranteed gets your goods to market seamlessly, providing expedited services and the convenience of one call, one transit time and one invoice. When you ship OceanGuaranteed, your shipment gets top priority, ensuring day-definite delivery:

- LCL cargo in Asia is given priority at the port
- The cargo is then hot-stowed on APL ships, so it’s among the first to be unloaded upon arrival at the Port of Los Angeles
- It is quickly loaded onto Con-way Freight LTL trucks for final delivery
- Fast, reliable performance through Con-way Freight’s single network of more than 400 operating locations

CONVENIENCE, CAPACITY AND CHOICE

Simple port-to-door zone pricing on a single invoice is just the beginning. With OceanGuaranteed, one call gives you access to faster LCL/LTL shipping, unlimited capacity even during peak season and complete visibility with tracking from Asia to final delivery.

OceanGuaranteed operates in five countries, giving you the option to originate shipments from nine key Asian ports. Departure ports are asset-owned and managed by APL. Locations include:

- Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Qingdao, Shanghai and Shenzhen in China
- Yokohama in Japan
- Kaohsiung in Taiwan
- Busan (Pusan) in South Korea
- Singapore

COMPETITIVE PRICING, GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE

OceanGuaranteed’s simple, per-kilo pricing structure is designed to parallel that of airfreight, making it easy to compare costs and plan your supply chain. And with an average savings of 70% over traditional airfreight, only OceanGuaranteed can provide day-definite delivery that’s also cost-effective.

Furthermore, our commitment to on-time delivery is supported by an industry-leading money-back guarantee. If your shipment doesn’t arrive on the scheduled day we’ll pay 20% of the final invoice.**

Reduce costs and transit time variability from Asia with OceanGuaranteed. Visit www.oceanguaranteed.com or call 866-896-2005 for more information or to book a shipment today.

*Service also available to Canada and Mexico

**We’re going to continue to use OceanGuaranteed … as we enter into different areas because it gives us such a high level of consistency.” — Jennifer Jordano, Director of Logistics and Customs Compliance, Michael Kors, Inc.
OceanGuaranteed is your alternative to inconsistent ocean LCL service and the high cost of airfreight:

- Day-definite delivery that is as reliable as airfreight
- Port-to-door shipping with complete visibility
- Improved supply chain control with reduced transit time variability
- Greater responsiveness from the combined assets and resources of APL Logistics and Con-way Freight
- Seamless coverage through North America’s largest single network from Con-way Freight
- Simple port-to-door zone pricing with a single invoice
- Lower environmental impact with a drastically smaller carbon footprint than airfreight
- Our industry-leading guarantee** gives you peace of mind

APL Logistics provides international, end-to-end logistics for global customers employing the latest IT and data connectivity for maximum supply-chain visibility and control. APL Logistics is a unit of Neptune Orient Lines (NOL) and sister company to APL, a global provider of container transportation services. To learn more about APL Logistics, please visit www.aplogistics.com.

Con-way Freight delivers fast, consistent less-than-truckload (LTL) performance, comprehensive direct coverage to markets of every size, and best-in-class service across North America. Con-way Freight’s single network of more than 400 operating locations ensures reliable and seamless coverage nationwide as well as full-service LTL throughout Canada and cross-border service to and from Mexico. To learn more about Con-way Freight, please visit www.con-way.com/freight.

WWW.OCEANGUARANTEED.COM

**Conditions and restrictions apply. See website for full details.